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Title: Ordinary People Author: Andrea HirataIsbn: 978-602-291-524-9Page: xii No 300Print: First 2019Genre: Fantastic Novel People 10th novel by Andrea Hirata. This fictional novel was published out of frustration expressed by Pakcik Andrea for the failure to send a smart child to the medical faculty at a public university in Bengkul. This is the opening act in the novel by Orang Orang Biasa. Yes, only this
time I found the writers' suggestions quite touching. However, there are things I love about this novel because I failed to get Mr. Sik's signature on the first page. When this book was published in 2019, I still had another book to finish, and my savings weren't enough to buy the book when PO was signed. At school I didn't have a fixed income: After I had the opportunity to buy a book, I immediately read it
and fell in love with ordinary people in this novel. Don't miss Mr. Sik Andrea Hirata as well. Respect and congratulations I thank you for it. It seems true, Orang Biasa will be the second work of Mr. Sik, which can reach an international level after the novel Laskar Pelangi.The story of ordinary people begins with the anxiety of Inspector Abdul Rohali and his subordinate sergeant. Arbi, who never refuses the
orders of the inspector and faithfully accompanies, Poconia assistant goal bangett: V Rojali police inspector appointed in the city. The more days he gets, the more he sees a criminal board that never folds up. I would like him to roll number 0 on the board and write it down to number 1 or even 2. But it is difficult, Belantik City has been silent for a long time, no crime, no blast, no crime. Without him, noticing
the principle that the inspector had kept all this time to be honest the policeman slowly fell asleep inside him because he had not dealt with the criminal case for a long time. Like the sergeant, he can't help but be sad when he sees his inspector as impartial as he does. Continuing in other characters, Chapter 2 begins to tell the story of 10 ordinary people, namely Dina, Debut, Undai, Salud, Sobri, Tohirin,
Onorun, Rusip, Nihye, and Junilah. A very unique name, yes. They are united because of the unique similarities that are painstakingly learned, and often in bullies. At school, they were backbenchers, and were often targeted by math teachers. When I first read each of these 10 characters, I was a little confused and didn't realize that Mr. Sik meant to form so many characters, usually other novels never so
much. Then, on page 15, the first sheet of Chapter 3, I read a sentence that stunned me, namely .... if ten, it may be more appropriate to be called hordes. After all, it's hard for ten friends to make a story, an author who isn't mentally strong will back off because it's not a complicated game. name of ten men'Afterwards, I thought. And why can I easily remember each character? Aren't you confused? And
instead of falling in love with every character of this ordinary person, Andrea Hirata, can make a story with many characters without embarrassing the reader, instead of loving the character. Indeed, these 10 characters have their own roles and functions. Hebaattttt☺ ️Return to the story of the OOB, after all this time passed, 10 comats finally go through their respective lives. Some have bookshops, they work
in cafes, some are still at home, some are married and have children. Dina is one of them. She has 4 children, her eldest child is called Nuraini.Oini - a daughter who is not much different from her mother Dina. Mathematical allergy, always sick and fed up with mathematics. However, closing the story, something moved Nini, so she became an exemplary student, even making her a test at the state college.
Good news as well as piercings for Dina, where else is she looking for a fee to pay for Nini's tuition? After trying to find a loan to a co-op, or a bank, but no one wants to give credit, look at Dina, who is just a toy seller. The fate of Nini's education is actually on the horns. Then Dina meets Debut, one of his 10 mates. It's true, best friends are the place for us to splash out the game and always come up with a
solution there. Then, a touching, tense, gripping, upsetting story was carried out by 10 friends to free Nina, Dina's son, who wanted to attend medical school. The incident coincided with an annual event in the town of Slantik. Not only is 10 secawa busy releasing Nini's dreams, but the inspector is also busy as he sniffs the bad things when the city is holding a holiday. The story in this section will lead to the
cover of the book Ordinary People. After reading it, we are sure to recognize the character with a monkey mask. Spoilerrr ☹ 'Loh kok Gini, huh?' version anggun This section for what could be called the flaws of ordinary people's novels. Let me see if I'm a reviewer again, right. It's not about the perfect side. Hhehe.Honestly, time feels fast when I read this novel. Then realized that the oob novel is quite
subtle, yes, because the arrival read the sentence is over. I still want it to be a sequel, hehe. At first I felt bosen when the storyline tended to be slow in the first section, telling the childhood of 10 friends when the main theme here was not their childhood. I've been thinking about reading the jump page, but I'm not sure because I like to read chatter or penny conversations that are often done by 10 friends.
Then, the arriving storyline changes briefly as it nears the end of the story. A lot which appears, how and where the debut and other friends earn money to replace what he got? Spirit, I'm a greget, why rush, Mr. Sik?:Sometimes I feel that the inspector is too nimble, so good at reading the movements of criminals. If he did a little squeathed or makes a mistake in the hypothesis, will it be more fun? Hmm or
maybe if it was done so that it would change the overall thread, right? Maybe it's I want to be dramatic again; vBut, the superiority of this novel OOB many gaessss gaesss sampe want to cry because I can really read the story of OOB  characters Nihe and Juni that make me veryttt entertained, Handai and debut so Klopp, duch pokonya 10 disjointed is unique and can unite in an amazing waynnnn. Then,
the inspector is very fair, thoughtful and embracing his daughter enough to melow Ye, can really talk about the content of #DirumahAja activities by reading this book to ordinary people. If misall, one day in filmkannn, actor Nihe hopes to be played by Dec Osa Danis Suchi Utari, hhehe. You have to be cool so Nihe:'Okee, gaesss is just a review akuuu. Let it be senengg and useful, yes. Don't forget
#DirumahAja!!!! If you want, you can share my letter this, yes, hhehe. See you #Kataku slanjutnyaaa Ig: @anggunnfahmi what can ordinary people do? Woii, this can be a devastating boi! When the side of their humanity continues to be closed. And when their only dream is threatened, it cannot be realized. Then they, these stupid and poor ordinary people, will return firmly united. They can do anything,
even carry out ambushes that are remembered throughout history. It's like a story you can find in this book. About OOB This is Andrea Hirata's latest work of fiction. OOB stands for the title of the novel; Ordinary people. 10th novel published by Andrea Hirata with publisher Bentan Pustaka. Really not disappointed I followed the PO of this book. His 262-page story was instantly spent overnight. More out of
curiosity and impatience to guess the ending. More importantly, my book has the author's signature. Oh, this signature bulpen is not scanning Nan, Andrea Hirata Gitu Loh. The feeling becomes more melancholic. My favorite author signed my novel, which will be on my home bookshelf. Anyway something special deh. This OOB novel was originally sold with a pre-order system that opened from February
28, 2019 to March 10, 2019. The publisher is Bentan Pustoka, the same publisher as his previous work. Andrea Hirata's library and range of management includes 20 online stores and 174 resellers across Indonesia. If you are now, you can get this OOB book at your nearest bookstore starting March 26, 2019. The cover is so bold - it's a plug-in dominant yellow. Attracted attention as soon as I opened it
with the cover of the delivery service. More interesting in the words of Jill Simmons, New York, who stated that Ordinary People, was destined to become the second international bestseller. According to him, OOB is destined to become the second international bestseller from the author Andrea Hirata, after Lascar Pelangi. Yes, Laskar Pelangi has so far been successfully translated into 25 foreign
languages. Well, this compliment of OOB really contains great hopes and prayers! Now let's see how powerful the storyline is. This is the story of a group of ten ordinary people, marginalized groups who are so persistent as to seek the dream of their child friend. Everything they're going to do, including committing a crime. There's got to be a cop. And that's what sets the story of discovery in this novel. The
story begins with the anxiety of a character named Inspector Abdul Rohali and his constantly devoted subordinate, a sergeant. Arby. An old law enforcement officer with a duck butut motorcycle, which is firmly the establishment always being an honest cop, is on a straight track, even without abundant wealth. The path is from law enforcement that puts loyalty and honesty above all else. What can a law
enforcement officer whose mind is so olosed? Make no mistake. You know what criminals are most afraid of - criminals on the ground? Know that the truth is that there is nothing more terrible on the part of criminals than honest law enforcement (p.15) It is said that Inspector Abdul Rohali looked at a shabby board in his office. It says that crime statistics in the city of Slantik are becoming less and less.
People remain a lot stupid and poor, but naive. Its citizens seem to have forgotten how to act evil. Later in life, it turned out that ten ordinary people turned over data - crime data. Ten very ordinary people, in fact, who have been friends with each other since high school. They are often together because they are the mostdungu group of students placed on the back benches. One by one, they dropped out of
school. The level of academic ability of those in the field is increasingly divided from the hereditary poverty of their families. Bullying is already a daily diet. What a tragic combination. These ten ordinary people, as adults, then work like ordinary, poor people. Some are gravediggers, unemployed, brain work, pelvis pelvis drivers and tank septic tank cleaning car drivers. Their leader was Awaludin Debut, who
later owned a small bookstore in the city. The Heroic Bookstore is named after him. Because he thinks: Selling books in a country people don't like to read is a heroic act. (p.37) Idealistic debut wants to enlighten people's lives and lives in fact, his own life has always been a quagmire-marriage. The bookstore remains deserted. The trigger is the dream of a little girl named Nini. The son of one of ten ordinary
people. His mother, Dina, was a toy salesman who was a high school student who didn't play in the count. Poverty suffocated when Mr. Nini became seriously ill. Ninei's seven months did not go to school, caring for her father, while her mother worked on the cost of living and treatment. Nina's father's illness worsened and her life ended in a room of small puskesmas. It was even more disturbing when it
turned out that his sister had started to have a father-like illness. Puskesmas officials say that only an expert doctor can know and treat the illnesses of her sister and her late father. Since then, Nini has been a great expert. Nini can be as stupid as her mother, Dina. But the difference is, Nini won't just give up. In the midst of the poverty and hardships of his life, he overcame nausea when faced with
mathematics, which became the scourge of his lessons. Eventually Olini managed to increase her grades and was able to enroll in a medical university in accordance with the dreams she so struggled with. Dina tried to borrow everywhere, but it never worked. Then ten ordinary people regrouped. They're friends helping Dina get money for college. Any way. Nini's dream is theirs. What then got excited
because all this time, their dreams never dared. .. Look at the number of poor smart kids that the government doesn't care about! Look at certain specialties that only rich people can enter! Look at the rarity of poor children being doctors! Turning to the faculty alone, they are hesitant. While their intelligence may be pitted! Science should be subject to intelligence, not wealth! Leaders, bureaucrats,
politicians, busy with their pots... (Debut, p. 118) Yes, whatever they're going to do, Nini has to go to medical school. All that - including committing a crime though. Then the next storyline is how ten ordinary people plotted and executed crimes to get millions in Ninie's tuition fees. Andrea Hirata first wrote a novel in the criminal genre. A new thing in his writing career. But his figures still correspond to the
figures of marginalized people, as in his previous works. Characters of ordinary people with big dreams who dare not speak. People who are sometimes sidelined or even looked into the eye. Bitter indeed. But don't worry, Andrea Hirata isn't trying to write it down in touching blue. Words and dialogue in the novel remain light and humorous style in the belitong coffee culture. Literary style of satire that wraps
around social criticism in a high level of sense of humor. That's why I've always fallen in love with every one of Andrea Hirata's works. Что есть, что при чтении горький горький горько горькой жизни обычных людей в этом романе, это может быть, что глаза наполовину мокрые проведения droole, но рот все еще не может не улыбаться. Even occasional scratches. Such beautiful mixed feelings.
Indeed, Andrea stated in the press release of the novel that she did not want to tell the story of a bitter difficult man who then scolded her in despair. After all, it's hard for people not to have much time to cry. Every second they have to pay for rice for their children today. Obviously, crying is not an option. So laughing at the bitterness as ordinary people voice this injustice. Bahjia they can only be of simple
things. And it's actually a genius! Another advantage of Andra Hirata's works is the moral element of value in every story. Included in this novel of ordinary people (OOB). That's why every time I and the school literacy team get a job looking for student reading materials, Andrea hirata's book is immediately diborong. This is because his work belongs to a safe category for schoolchildren, especially the moral
value is also good. OOB resembles the beautiful character of intregitas. A character who encourages you to always put honesty first and reject the unsussing, starting with the little things. Economic hardship is no excuse for a person who is unable to maintain integrity. As then, they end up paying the entrance fees at Nini's medical school. For a process like that, let you enjoy it by reading this OOB novel
yourself. This includes the reason why the average person wears a monkey mask on his head on the cover of this book. It would be bad if I told you all this here. The number of code switches. or the use of a few English words or sentences in this novel may be inconvenient for some people. For example, in this 62-page passage: Everything that happens is controlled in a secret wireless location through a
remote surveillance system. For some readers who are very laid can not understand, especially without the use of footnotes at all. It's just that thing that can be a little disturbing is the amount of evidence in this story. Banyangkan a bunch of ordinary people! Not to mention the name of his wife's son. Not to mention the circle of figures around the inspector and a simple sergeant. Plus the names of viline
schoolgirls or bad guys who from school like to brag about a bunch of ordinary people. If I really like it. Tip: Don't try to remember character names while reading. Just read rilex, just banyangkan you're chatting ngalor ngidul with neighbors waiting for the baby to play the bike. Just let it flow and miraculously later on our own we will remember the characters. Even aja can imagine who is suitable for playing
a character if filmed. Hehe.. Agus Ringgo would be a poor idealist, Debut. And Panji became a simple inspector. It's fun to be filmed with a Holiwood-like suspense drama scene. Overall, I said that this novel is cool. The storyline is quite unique with an amazing twist at the end. The characters are also just ordinary people who may seem unique with amazing thoughts and are easily happy with simple things.
Moreover, the moral message is amazing. And another story behind the creation of this novel also makes you feel blue. The OOB was written in a short time, 9 days only, with the promotion of the true story of his neighbor, who was unable to get into medical school at The University of Bengylu because it was not worth it. The boy's name was Princess Belianti. This girl, whose dream has been
extinguished, still often cries every time she sees an ad from 2013 that says she has been admitted to the Medical Faculty of Bengkul University. He was unable to get through the mission's target program, perhaps because in 2013 it was not so much a mission as it is now. As for receiving on a regular basis, his mother's father could not afford a loan for the down payment. To this end at the beginning of his
novel, Andrea writes: I represent princess BeliantiAnak poor, who is smart, and a bitter refusal to enroll in the Faculty of Medicine, University of Bengylu. Well, it's just fiction. It's just a novel with character design. But this character princess Belianti is a real figure. It can be just like some poor kids neighbors around you. I really like and define the story in this novel of ordinary people because I am part of
these ordinary people. If you feel high and feel that you are not an ordinary person, do not try to read this novel. If you are an apathetic, indifferent person, close your eyes to the ordinary life of the people around you, do not try to understand the language of the novel. Because this speaking style of ordinary people can only be understood by ordinary people. Isn't that right, Boy? Fight? orang orang biasa
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